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Fellow Bermudians,
Our mission in the One Bermuda Alliance is to build a Bermuda that works for you and everyone you know: family, friends,
community – everyone.

We’re optimists for Bermuda. We believe better days are
ahead. And our optimism is based on two realities that help us
move forward together.

It’s a mission built on values that guide my colleagues and me
in our work:

First, our record in office is one of recovery and renewal – progressing the interests of Bermudians.

•
•
•
•
•
•

We worked hard to turn around a dire situation that was hurting
Bermudian families in unprecedented numbers.

Fairness as the basis for all action
Responsibility for social and economic equity
Integrity in the conduct of the people’s business
Opportunity as the key to achievement
Inclusiveness as the foundation of community, and
Service toward all.

We believe in these values because they help achieve outcomes
that serve individual needs and community good.
And so it is a pleasure to present the OBA’s Platform for the
2017 General Election.
It’s a platform designed to meet Bermudian needs and aspirations today, moving us forward together toward a fair, stable
and equal society, with shared prosperity, mutual respect and
unity.
A tall order? You bet it is, but it’s what we’re about.
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We brought the Island back from the brink of economic collapse, and cleared a path to recovery and renewal that is bringing relief to more and more households every day.
We’ve made real progress in restoring jobs, opportunity and
hope, but we still have a ways to go. Many Bermudians have
not yet been touched by recovery, and it is our mission with
this platform to finish the job.
The second reality is the incredible spirit of Bermudians.
The successes we’ve had breaking ground for a St. George’s
hotel, the development of Morgan’s Point, the Airport project,
securing the America’s Cup… are not ours alone. Bermudians
from all walks of life joined us, stepping forward for the sake of
the Island.

It has been a remarkable national effort and it stands as a
testament to the power of working together and love of country.
By working together we can move forward together. That’s
what I’ve seen as Premier. And so it is my hope that you will see
this Election Platform as a sincere and credible plan to improve
Bermudian lives.
We are going to continue driving the economy forward because
of its power to help more people, more directly than anything
else.
We’re going to leverage the recovery in our public finances to
launch new infrastructure projects generating opportunity and
jobs – building Bermuda for the 21st Century.
We’re going to ensure people’s needs are met – students getting
the best shot at life, seniors getting the care they need, young
Bermudians looking to own a piece of The Rock, emergency
housing to help the needy, support for small businesses,
paternity leave, teacher support, pension protection…

The OBA plan is an ambitious plan for Bermuda now. Bermudians
shouldn’t settle for anything less. It takes advantage of the righttrack momentum we’ve built through the Tourism Renaissance,
big projects coming on stream, a balanced budget and streetlevel confidence that feels better days are at hand.
The OBA team is ready to serve. We are a diverse collection
of Bermudians with experience and fresh faces, talents and
skills – all of us are ready to continue moving Bermuda forward,
together, to make it work for you.
We will not let you down.
Sincerely,
		
			
			
The Hon. Michael H. Dunkley, JP, MP
			Premier of Bermuda

We will deepen the principle of fairness in Bermudian life –
ending discrepancies between Bermudian and foreign workers
in housing and compensation, passing hate crime legislation,
cannabis forgiveness legislation, lowering taxes for lowerincome workers, appointing a Seniors Advocate and achieving
a balanced budget in 2018/19 that will allow us to start paying
down debt – easing the burden on Bermudians not yet born.
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We will...
•

Set up a Jump Start Savings account for every newborn Bermudian
child to ensure they get off to a solid financial start, seeded with $2,500
from birth. The money will be invested to multiply over time and be
made available to them on their 18th birthday – to use for education/
training, starting a business, supporting the down payment on a home
or otherwise, as their circumstances require

•

Provide a $2 million grant to support the Salvation Army’s
transformation of the Bishop Spencer School building into an
emergency and transitional housing facility for individuals and families
in need

•

Work to eliminate unfairness in employee compensation. Companies
that offer housing benefits to international employees should be
encouraged to offer housing benefits to their Bermudian staff. The
OBA will therefore introduce an Employer-based Home Loan plan that
incentivizes companies to offer interest-free loans forgiven over time
to their employees for the purchase of a first home

•

Eliminate unfairness in employment conditions and level the
playing field by requiring employers to make occupational pension
contributions for both non-Bermudian and Bermudian employees,
thereby ending the exemption and lower cost basis for foreign staff

•

Enable fathers to have more direct involvement with their newborn
children by legislating their entitlement to paternity leave

•

Amend the Employment Act to develop a procedure for the
consideration of flexible working hours and conditions

•

Continue to work for the introduction of a living wage for
Bermuda

•

Pursue initiatives to allow Bermudians in need of financial
aid to come off assistance gradually if they find a job
that doesn’t pay quite enough to cover their household
expenses.
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Supporting students from ‘Day One’ to Graduation
•

To improve school readiness throughout the community, we will
introduce a “Reach out and Read” programme, working with
participating pediatricians and family physicians to provide
age-appropriate books for toddlers and reading coaching for
new parents.

•

For preschool students, we will continue the implementation
of the Creative Curriculum – an internationally recognized
Preschool curriculum, designed to develop creative and
confident thinkers. A strong preschool foundation has been
associated with increased success in school and career
opportunities in many other countries.

•

We will increase the number of school counsellors and social
workers in schools to provide support and thoughtful direction
with educational and career choices.

•

We will extend afterschool programmes to 5:30 pm to allow
more time for music, arts, sports and academic assistance to
accommodate parents’ workday schedules.

•

We will continue to expand the number of
government scholarships for students and
parents in need.

•

To reduce costs to Bermudian families, we
will examine the simplification of school
uniforms.
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Expanding Technical Education
We believe that all students should have early exposure to a technical/STEM curriculum, including hands-on computer science
and coding, to provide a foundation for career options and life.
•

We will establish a Technical Institute Steering Committee to review the lessons learned from the success of the original
“Tech” and implement curriculum and institutional changes that will provide a modern platform and student options for technical education in 2017 and beyond.

•

In the meantime, we will continue expanding the role of technical education through City and Guilds, starting at Middle School.

•

We will extend the successful dual-enrolment programme at Bermuda College to include technical education. High school
students reaching 16 years of age will be able to earn credits towards a diploma or an associate’s degree in applied sciences
from the Bermuda College.
•

We will work with the National Training Board to ensure students graduating from this dual-enrolment
achieve National Certification, to give them equal and fair footing as they enter the job market.
•
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We will extend the Career Pathways/Day Release programmes and expand youth apprenticeships through payroll tax incentives for employers.

Making the system work
We believe that the quality of teaching in the classroom is
fundamental to successful academic outcomes and career
opportunities for all of our students. Recognizing the critical
role played by teachers, we will provide more support for their
professional development and classroom environment.
•

We will create a standalone Centre of Teaching Excellence, staffed with trainers and equipment, to enhance
the teaching skills, lesson content and classroom management abilities for teachers and principals based on their
needs and experience.

•

To facilitate day-to-day instructional needs, we will provide classroom teachers with a $1,000 annual budget to
supplement the cost of their basic classroom requirements and supplies.

•

We will create an independent educational performance
board to review school performance and review academic
outcomes.

•

Following decades of inadequate investment, we are
implementing school infrastructure renovations recommended in the SCORE report. We will continue with the
improvements plan to ensure a safe and comfortable environment for students and educators while solidifying
our plan to modernize the primary and middle school
infrastructure.

•

We will extend a Wi-Fi network across all schools.

•

We will continue to work with accredited US /UK universities and Bermuda College to offer a broader selection of
Bachelors and Masters Degree programmes in Bermuda,
especially for students pursuing education and international business careers.

•

Given the success of the Bermuda Tourism Authority
model, we will consult broadly and explore the concept of
extending an ‘authority’ approach to Education to remove
the politics and provide consistent professional and accountable leadership to our public education system.
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In the community
•

We will stop the automatic release of violent offenders
after 2/3 of their sentence served.

•

We will improve the sexual notification provisions for sex
offenders to ensure that appropriate persons are informed
in a timely manner.

•

•

We will allow evidence to be given in court via live remote
link or by pre-recorded video to protect witnesses who
may be traumatized or vulnerable as a result of domestic
violence, sexual assault or sexual harassment.

•

We will enact hate crimes legislation making it an offence
to show hostility towards a person by reason of a protected
characteristic, as defined by the Human Rights Act.

•

We will introduce legislation to protect churches from being forced to perform any services that are contrary to the
central tenets of their faith.

•

We will implement mandatory counselling in prison for
persons convicted of a sex offence. Treatment will also be
required for those convicted of violence or sexual offences
as part of parole requirements.

We will continue reforming our cannabis laws enacting
cannabis forgiveness legislation to keep a person’s record
clear of convictions for low-level possession, helping to
keep them off the US Stop List and clear the way for future
job and career opportunities.
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In the home and workplace
•

Bermudians have every right to a safe home environment. We will remove the automatic presumption to bail for any person
charged with a sex offence, or an offence against an intimate partner or family member.

•

The Internet and social media are powerful tools, but technology can be a source of harm. We will amend the Criminal Code to
outlaw cyber bullying and revenge pornography. This will protect all Bermudians, but especially the young and the vulnerable.
•

We will continue to develop protections for personal information through the Personal Information Protection Act.

•

We will regulate Collection Agencies to ensure fair practices and to prevent deceptive, threatening and abusive
collection tactics.

And overseas
•

After broad consultation, we will move to have the appropriate international
conventions extended to Bermuda to ensure that Bermuda residents can confidently
use their Bermuda Driver’s Licence to rent cars and drive in other countries.
•
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To ensure that Bermudians are not disadvantaged, we will work with the
British Government to ensure that ESTA-free entry into the United States
is protected for holders of the new British-issued Bermuda passports.
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Supporting seniors
Our mission is to help seniors live their lives with good housing, companionship and care.
•

Bermuda’s senior citizens deserve the best possible treatment by
the community they helped grow, enrich and preserve.

•

Seniors are the fastest growing segment of our society so special
care must be taken to provide for their needs. The OBA will continue
developing a comprehensive system of caregiver support, seniors’
protection and facility standards that achieves this goal.

•

More particularly, we will follow a two-track plan that enables seniors to remain in their own homes for as long as possible or to take
advantage of long-term care facilities that provide the quality of life
they deserve.

Source: www.bermudalaws.bm
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Safeguarding senior life
•

We will protect pensions to make sure they are there when seniors
need them most. We will not invest them in risky speculative ventures.

•

We will tie increases in seniors’ social insurance pension benefits to the
cost of living to ensure they don’t lose ground.

•

We will establish a Seniors Advocate office to protect the interests and
needs of seniors.

•

We will invest greater resources for social insurance enforcement to
ensure that employers face up to their required obligations to their employees’ pension contributions.

•

Because seniors are living longer and are in better health than earlier
generations, we will extend the renewal of driver’s licensing requirements, raising the age when seniors need a medical exam and driving
test for renewal of their licence from 65 to 70.
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In the home
•

Family caregivers are asked to do more than ever before. We believe they need help to support those in their care effectively.
To do so, we will create a Caregiver Resource Centre to provide guidance and support on issues of stress management, training, available resources and education on subjects such as dementia.

•

We will examine the creation of caregiver allowances to assist with meal support, home visitors, cleaning services and household renovations to improve accessibility.

And for the long term
•

We will work in partnership with charities, churches and social entrepreneurs to create more long-term
care opportunities and seniors’ social centres.
•

We will provide incentives to local construction companies and developers to build senior care
facilities and to renovate existing ones.
•
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Home hospice care will be extended, and we will examine expanding the PALS
model beyond cancer.
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•

Operation Ceasefire will be re-engaged to conduct an intensive review of Bermuda’s anti-gang initiatives, supporting Team
StreetSafe in communities to:
•
•
•
•

Reduce violence and improve public safety
Minimize arrests and incarcerations
Strengthen community connections, and
Improve relationships between law enforcement and communities.

•

We will continue extending Gang Resistance Education and Training (GREAT) in schools, which has already graduated more
than 800 students. GREAT can help children make the best choices when faced with negative peer pressure, keeping them
to the best path in life.

•

We will continue to support community life through the dynamic Cashback for Communities programme. Cashback converts
the seized proceeds of crime to cash grants to charities, community centres, sports clubs and other centres of positive
influence. Cashback has already distributed more than $650,000 to groups across the Island with another $350,000 ready
for distribution.
•

We will increase public safety services to the Town of St George’s as activity levels continue to rise through hotel and
airport construction and the return of cruise ships. These services will include the establishment of a Police satellite office.
•

We will strengthen the security of Bermuda’s borders through the use of drones for law enforcement.
•

Road traffic deaths continue to be one of the most persistent problems facing Bermuda. An
OBA Government will take immediate steps to reduce alcohol and drug-related road deaths and
injuries by providing the Bermuda Police Service with mobile, hand-held sobriety testing devices
for roadside testing, installing speed cameras and red lights cameras, and introducing graduated
licensing.
•
•
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To keep pace with emerging cyber challenges, we will establish a Police Cyber
Security Centre to better secure cyber spaces and enhance cyber
investigation skills.
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We will build on our record of freedom of information, best
practices and codes of conduct, bringing forward:
•

Misconduct in public office legislation

•

A Code of Conduct for Parliamentarians

•

Legislation to strengthen Bermuda’s ability to fight
fraudulent activities by today’s increasingly sophisticated
criminals

•

Procurement legislation to streamline and strengthen the
process governing government spending

•

Fixed-term elections every five years

•

Absentee balloting for immediate implementation

•

Formation of a Parliamentary committee to address election
campaign finance reform

•

A Local Governance Act to strengthen the role of Municipalities
and Parish Councils.
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Fiscal Reform

Continuing rehabilitation of the public purse to meet social needs
•

•
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We are on target to balance the Budget in fiscal
2018/19, breaking the back of growing national debt
for the first time in 15 years. This will enable us to
start paying down Government debt so that future
generations are not burdened.
We will continue implementing the recommendations of the Commission of Inquiry to end bad
practices that saw millions of dollars spent without
proper authorizations and scrutiny.

Infrastructure Development
Creating jobs to build Bermuda
•

Causeway – With the airport redevelopment underway, we
will turn our focus to building a Causeway for the 21st Century
while further increasing Bermudian employment.

•

Hotel Development – The OBA ended the decades-long
drought of hotel development on the Island with new projects
from St. Regis in the East to Ritz-Carlton in the West. We will
continue to attract hotel development to boost Bermudian
hospitality and construction jobs and fully return the Tourism
industry as a main pillar of the economy.

•

Waterfront redevelopment – Marginal Wharf will be re-developed into an East End shipping and transportation hub,
opening the Hamilton Waterfront for revitalisation. Building on
the success of the Dockyard Cross Island project, we will work
with the Corporation of Hamilton to convert parking lots into
community waterfront green space, event locations, outdoor
dining and boat and yacht berthing in the heart of the City.

•

Electricity – To reduce the cost of electricity and transition
Bermuda to environmentally friendly renewables and low
carbon fuels, we will complete the solar energy facility at the
Finger and LNG initiatives.

Taxation

•

We will implement the tabled Tourism Investment Act to
create investment opportunity in hotels and guesthouses, restaurants and tourism-related attractions.

•

We will consult stakeholders for the creation of an independent taxi and minibus Commission to regulate the
public vehicle industry.

•

We will approve a taxi rate increase with future increases
to be governed by the Commission.

•

Work with the Bermuda Tourism Authority (BTA) will
continue for the implementation of film and TV incentive
programmes to attract Bermuda-based production and
create visibility for Bermuda and career opportunities for
Bermudians.

•
•
•

We will continue to work with stakeholders
to grow commercial airline flight capacity
to the Island from gateway cities.

Continuing fair share reform for taxpayer equity
•

•

We will implement the second tranche of the OBA’s progressive payroll tax cuts for those earning less than
$137,000 per year
We will NOT implement income tax.

Tourism

Securing and accelerating the Tourism revival
•

We will build on the successful hosting of America’s Cup to
grow a super yacht servicing and hospitality industry in the
South Basin and West End, creating jobs and new business
opportunities.

•

A Vacation Rental Act will be implemented to help
Bermudian families generate income by renting their homes
to vacation and business visitors.

•

We will build on the America‘s Cup and the 2018-2020 World
Triathlon Series in Bermuda to grow sports-based tourism,
with emphasis on the shoulder season.
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External Threats

•

Bermuda’s economic success is under attack by foreign interests, threatening our livelihood as the premier reinsurance and
financial services centre. Through the OBA Government’s aggressive intervention, Bermuda was removed from the French
blacklist. Preparations for a new EU blacklist have re-emerged
and our experienced OBA financial team will face it head on.

We will complete the Broadcasting Policy Reform, providing opportunities for increased local content for sports and
community TV, and modernize our broadcast and cable
sector regulations to increase access and content.

•

Cyber security work within Government will continue as will
collaboration with the private sector to strengthen critical
national infrastructure like telecoms, power grid, security
and healthcare services.

•

We will continue nurturing our homegrown entrepreneurial
and small businesses talent through the BEDC; providing
professional advice, loan guarantees, seminars and programmes such as Startup Weekend, Icehouse, Streetwise
MBA and Global Entrepreneurship Week supporting small
business and Bermuda start-ups.

•

Recognizing how upfront duty payments can affect small
and medium-sized businesses’ cash flows, we will continue
to support and expand the BEDC’s duty deferment scheme.

•

We will work with the Bermuda Business Development
Agency (BDA) to continue attracting knowledge-based industries such as bioscience, insurtech and fintech.

Protecting Bermuda’s reputation and your future

Diversification

Expanding opportunity, supporting start-ups
•
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We will pave the way for less expensive electricity generation and job-creating infrastructure development through
conversion to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and renewables.

We’re working for Bermudians from East to West
The One Bermuda Alliance has worked hard to bring a New Era of Recovery and Renewal to Bermudians, from one end of the
Island to the other.
We launched a multi-year campaign to restore confidence and stimulate growth for the return of jobs, opportunity and vitality to
community life.
In the East, this effort was driven by MPs Kenny Bascome, Nandi Outerbridge and Suzann Roberts-Holshouser; in the West by MPs
Leah Scott, and OBA candidate Ray Charlton, who serves as Chairman of Wedco.
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In the East…we progressed Our Mission to resuscitate the
local economy so that it supports people, the community
and its future through:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
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The redevelopment of the L.F. Wade International Airport
- boosting job and career opportunities, shopkeepers and
landlords
Groundbreaking for a St. Regis hotel, returning a major hotel to St. George’s after 20 years of false starts and empty
promises
Cruise ships back in the Olde Towne after the previous
government told residents the cruise industry was passing
them by
Completion of Swing Bridge repairs
St. George’s waterfront improvements to receive ferries
with cruise visitors from Dockyard - boosting business,
Corporation revenues and the Olde Towne’s profile as a
World Heritage Site
Emergency funding extended to the Corporation of St.
George’s to meet its operational expenses

7.
8.

Establishment of 24/7 ambulance service
Enabling the Corporation of St. George’s to collect wharfage fees to finance civic improvements
9. Formation of a UNESCO fund to strengthen the Olde
Towne’s attraction as a World Heritage Site
10. Preparation of legislation to support construction of a marina east of Ordnance Island – ready to go for the next Parliament.

In the West…we progressed Our Mission to extend public
services, get new developments off the ground and use the
America’s Cup to generate hundreds of jobs through:
1.
•
•
•
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Transformation of Morgan’s Point
restoration
• Environmental
Environmental
restoration
of a Ritz-Carlton
Reserve
hotel 			
• Development
Development
of a Ritz-Carlton
Reserve
hotel
and Caroline
Bay marina
and Caroline
Bay marina
workers
on siteon site.
• More than
More100
thanBermudian
100 Bermudian
workers
Creating the foundations for an ongoing super yacht business
America’s Cup teams renting from more than 200 landlords
Establishment of 24/7 ambulance service based at Port Royal Fire
Station
Completion of Somerset Bridge repairs
Completion of Cross Island project and the South Basin renovation,
creating a platform for community, sporting and future tourism events
Creation of hundreds of Dockyard-based jobs and small business opportunities
WEDCO revitalization of Dockyard – Moresby House, Prince Alfred
Terrace, and multiple newly renovated buildings within the Dockyard
complex.
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Kenny Bascome

1

St. George’s North
Polling Station: East End
Primary School

Hamilton South
Polling Station: Whitney
Institute

Nandi Outerbridge 2

Cole Simons

8

Trevor Moniz

9

Michael Dunkley

10

Bob Richards

11

Craig Cannonier

12

St. George’s West
Polling Station: Penno’s
Wharf Terminal

Suzann Roberts-Holshouser

4

St. George’s South
Polling Station: Holy
Trinity Church

5

Simone Barton

6

Hamilton East
Polling Station: Francis
Patton Primary School

Glen Smith

14

Scott Stewart

15

Lynne Woolridge

16

Andrew Simons

17

Nick Kempe

18

Pembroke East
Polling Station: Sports Pavillion, National Stadium

Smith’s West
Polling Station:
Somersfield Academy

Pembroke East Central
Polling Station: Victor
Scott Primary School

Devonshire East
Poll Station: Horticultural
Hall, Botanical Gardens

Hamilton West
Polling Station: Harrington
Sound Primary School
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Devonshire North West
Polling Station: CedarBridge Academy

Smith’s North
Polling Station: Christ
Church Hall, Devonshire

Peter Barrett

Fabian Minors

Devonshire North
Polling Station: Prospect
Primary School

Smith’s South
Polling Station: Elliot
Primary School

Andrea Moniz-Desouza 3
St. David’s
Polling Station: Clearwater
Middle School
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7

Sylvan Richards

Devonshire South Central
Polling Station: Visitors
Centre, Botanical Gardens

Pembroke Central
Polling Station: The
Berkeley Institute

Pembroke West Central
Polling Station: Northlands
Primary School
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Jeanne Atherden

Pembroke West
Polling Station: West Pembroke Primary School

Susan Jackson

20

Rodney Smith
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Pembroke South West
Polling Station: SeventhDay Adventist Church Hall

Jeff Baron

25

Robyn Swan

26

Warwick South Central
Polling Station: Bright
Temple Church Hall
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Pembroke South East
Polling Station: St. Paul’s
Church Hall, Hamilton

Warwick North Central
Polling Station: St. Mary’s
Church Hall

Dr. Grant Gibbons 22

Jefferson Sousa

28

Winfield Todd
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Patricia Gordon-Pamplin

23

Church Hall, Mission Road

Nalton Brangman 24

Leah Scott

Warwick South East
Polling Station: Bermuda
College

Charlie Swan

32

Georgia Marshall 33
Sandys South
Polling Station: Somers
Isle Lodge

Ed Bailey

34

Mike Swan

35

Ray Charlton

36

Sandys South Central
Polling Station: West End
Primary School

Warwick West
Polling Station: Purvis
Primary School

Southampton East
Polling Station: Windreach
Bermuda

Paget West
Polling Station: Evangelical
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Southampton West
Polling Station: Dalton E.
Tucker Primary School

Sheila Gomez

Paget East
Polling Station: St. Pauls
Church Hall, Paget

Ben Smith

Southampton West Central
Polling Station: Mount
Zion Church Hall

Warwick North East
Polling Station: Paget
Primary School
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Southampton East Central
Polling Station: Heron Bay
Primary School

Sandys North Central
Polling Station: Somerset
Primary School

Sandys North
Polling Station: St. James
Church Hall
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Our Mission, Our Plans to Move
Bermuda Forward Together
OBA Platform 2017

www.oba.bm
info@oba.bm
441-294-3264
58 Reid Street, Hamilton, Bermuda
P.O. Box HM 1940
Hamilton HM HX
Bermuda

